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ABSTRACT 
With the high rates of the strain the nature of the materials vary and it is important to figure out at the dynamic 

loading the feedback of the materials. Effect of the high rates of the strain on the nature of the material and the 

strain rate has been discussed. At the high strain rates the deformation of the specimen is experienced in the 

specific range of possible influence like as high forming of explosive, bang exercises like bumpers of the 

automobiles or the bang of the projectile with the armour plate that is materials of the armour under ballistic 

penetration, structural bangs, burst loading, earthquake, sliding wear at high velocities, external body blow etc. 

At the high strain rates the mechanical properties like strength, ductility and the behaviour under dynamic 

loadings can alter greatly as from those detected under conventional tests. So, at the dynamic loading conditions, 

the study of the material behaviour is of enormousattention to find-out the characterization of the material. 

Correlation of the outcomes, display a fine acceptation of the dynamic behaviour and diverse geometric 

configuration of the bar that certify the choice of the convenient system. Using ABAQUS/Explicit 6.14, 

numerical simulation of the pure copper under different striker bar shapes is performed. In addition,the sample 

aspect ratio is like-wise alternated from circular to square configuration to examine at high strain rate loading, 

the consequences of the body format sample. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Reason of the pure copper as a research 

substantial is related to the actuality that is widely 

used in different application like in defense and in 

the acceleration of the nuclear and particle 

mechanization. The hardness of the pure copper is 

low, can be often drawn into wires and is greatly 

malleable. Copper having 99.3% of copper as 

substituent is called as pure copper. Pure copper is 

generally soft, as already stated is malleable and 

very good at ductile property. It is a metal having 

very high electrical and thermal properties. Copper 

is among the few metals that exist in nature in a 

straight applicable form. Presently copper is widely 

used in the construction of the roofs of the 

buildings. Copper is mostly cited as copper 

sulphides. An alternative source of copper for 

collection currently being researched are poly-

metallic modules, currently located at the depth of 

approximately 3000-6500m below sea level. Copper 

is among the few metals that can be recycled 

without the damage of the properties, either from 

raw or manufactured states. Process of recycling and 

extracting of the copper is almost same with the 

extra fewer steps in the extraction process. It is 

compelling to know the behaviour of the copper 

under the diverse ballgame in order to utilise the 

copper in various fields. At the high strain rates 

˃102/s, the deformation of the materials is of greater 

importance in various fields. So the properties of the 

materials under the dynamic loadings are considered 

as an important area of research from past few 

decades. Thus evaluating the material properties 

using split-Hopkinson pressure bar beneath the 

dynamic loading becomes necessary. RajnishGoyal 

et.al took SHPB to evaluate the response of the 

OFHC copper at high temperature under tension. DI 

tests evaluated at the high strain rates are displayed 

to be nearby anyhow for split Hopkinson pressure 

bar. There is a change in the behaviour of pure 

copper ahead 103/s velocity is constant. S.K 

Samantha who used split Hopkinson pressure bar to 

understand the response of the Aluminium and the 

Copper at elevated heat. The dynamic behaviour of 

the face centred Aluminium and copper at high heat 

has been considered on probation to actuate their 

strain rate sensitivity. From this study we conclude 

that the aluminium and the pure copper are strain 

rates sensitive. J.Y et Al they studied the behaviour 

of copper( commercial grade) under the hot 
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compression in the heat range between 843k to 993k 

from 10-3/s to 10/s strain range. M.Scapin et.al 

investigated the properties of the materials under the 

tensile loading at the high heat up to 400˚c and at 

high strain rates. This work shows the behaviour of 

the copper as familiar in both strain rate and heat 

delicate but the high heat softening heavily bank on 

the rate of loading conditions. In addition between 

200 to 300˚c, the strength properties are reduced. 

Kaiwan et.al utilised Split Hopkinson pressure bar 

system to execute the dynamic properties of the 

materials. Advancement in the SHPB in recent times 

made an analysis of diverse properties at high strain 

rates. The measuring methods of the dynamic 

compressive, tensile,flexural,shear strength and 

toughness fracture are enhanced. The ratio of the 

length to diameter compression at high strain rates is 

not stern. On the point of the tests performed 

normally due to the implementation of the pulsation 

sharping approach. SHPB may be used to arbitrate 

adequately the properties under the dynamic 

loading. MustaphaTarfaoui studied the response 

under the dynamic loading of the composite 

materials using SHPB. Numerical simulation is 

compelled to study the bars of pattern as square, 

triangular, hexagonal and comparing with the 

cylindrical shapes. This research carried out the 

response of aluminium at high strain rates via 

numerical simulation for different configuration of 

aluminium. Similar response of the different bar 

system and commensurate dissemination of the 

assorted Split Hopkinson pressure bar systems were 

observed. A.G Walker studied the properties of the 

copper at diverse range of the rates of strain and 

heat. Primary objective of the research is to actuate 

the copper properties at high rates of strain> 

6×103/sand the temperature from 20-600˚c. 

Compressive and tensile tests were performed. 

Copper showed low strain rate sensitivity up to 

103/s. Strain rates and the results were consistent. 

The strain rate sensitivity sharply increased above 

103/s and there was an excellent correlation with a 

model based on the simulation influences of the 

thermal cavitation and viscous drag. At 1300/s 

fracture occurred under the dynamic tensile tests due 

to the multiple loading and the estimation of the 

fracture strain from SHPB records were observed in 

the dynamic tests than in Quasi-static tests. 

In my work the entire research of the pure 

copper is accomplished under various rates of strain. 

The analysis of the varying strain rates is performed 

by using Finite Element analysis in ABAQUS under 

the dynamic conditions. The high strain rate 

characterization of the pure copper by means of 

SHPB apparatus is calculated. Based on the 

literature view it can be presumed that the 

performance of the material is dependent on the 

various parameters such as striker bar shapes, speed, 

length , aspect ratio. A generous intelligence buzz 

exists in the literature in conviction of the behaviour 

of the copper under the various conditions such as 

high rates of strain, alteration in the parameters of 

the SHPB and the alteration geometry of the study 

material. To curtail and to figure out the intelligence 

buzz, the present research aims to find out the 

response of the copper at high rates of strain using 

different parameters of specimen and the striker bar. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Components such as incident, striker and transmitter 

bar have been represented by fig.1. The transmitter 

bar and the incident bar are glued with the strain 

gauges, allows us to understand the fact of the travel 

generation of the waves. Using kolsky (1-3) 

equations, determination of the rate of strain and 

stress strain curve is obtained. 

 

𝜀𝑠 ̇ (t) = - (2c ÷ LS) εR(t)               (1) 

 

εs (t) =  - (2c ÷ LS) ∫εR (t)              (2) 

σ(t) = - (ABEB  ÷ AS) εT (t)            (3) 

 

Fig.1, exemplify the parts and working 

phenomenon of SHPB. For the computation of the 

behaviour of the materials at the high rates of strain, 

in 1914 an apparatus was made, known as kolsky 

bar or split Hopkinson bar. It can be used to 

determine the compression, tension and the shear 

behaviour of the materials. In 1914, the apparatus 

was refined by Herbert Kolsky for the amplification 

of the dynamic response in terms of the stress-strain 

of the materials. The apparatus comprises of the 

incident, striker and transmission bar. The work 

study material which is to be tested is kept in-

between transmission bar and the incident bar. A 

high jet of the air is released from the compression, 

this is the input energy and this energy is transmitted 

to the study material through the incident bar. All 

these elements are connected in a suitable manner to 

the software to get the stress strain curve. 1D 

propagation of the wave is the principle of the Split 

Hopkinson bar. Generation of the stress-strain curve 

under the compression of the study material is 

possible. The incident pulse travels down the 

incident bar and into the study material, where it 

generates a stress wave that travels through the 

material. The transmitted stress pulse then travels 

down the transmitter bar. The transmitter stress 

pulse then travels down the transmitter bar towards 

the end of the bar, where it is detected and recorded 

by sensors. By analysing the shape and amplitude of 

the stress-pulses in the incident and transmitter bar, 

various researchers made several modifications in 

SHPB to obtain more precise and accurate results. 
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. 

 
Fig.1 compression split Hopkinson pressure bar  

 

 
Fig.2 diagram of striker and specimen of SHPB in 3D 

 

Using ABAQUS/Explicit software is used 

for the computation of the results. All of the 

parameters of the SHPB and the specimen are 

programmed in the software. Every element of the 

SHPBand the specimen configuration are 

formulated in the software as shown in the Fig2. 

Different configuration of the components of the 

SHPB, are used. The striker bar is contemplated as 

of the mild steel and the same case of the input and 

output bar, but the material of the studyis taken as 

pure copper. Finally all the parameters are provided 

in the software for the numerical simulation for the 

different configuration of the study material and the 

striker bar to obtain the results. The properties of 

the study material and the components of the Split 

Hopkinson Pressure Bar are represented in the table 

1.  
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Copper  Mild steel 

Density 7800 kg/m3 Density 8830kg/m3 

Elastic modulus 200 Gpa Elastic modulus 110 Gpa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 Poisson’s ratio 0.34 

Table.1 properties of copper and mild steel 

 

Parameter Dimensions (mm) 

striker bar 
square L= 250, S= 15 

circular  D= 20 

Input bar L= 100, D= 15 

Output bar L = 100, D= 15 

specimen 
square L= 10, S= 10 

circular D= 10 

Tabl.2 geometric dimension of bars and specimen 

 

A 

 

B N C M 

92 ×106 292 ×106 0.31 0.025 1..09 

 

Table.3 pure Copper constants 

 

Bars and specimens are webbed over mesh dimensions using C38RD elements. Different prospects can 

be used to mesh a part using module of mesh in the ABAQUS. Complicated configurations that arise most of 

the times is first meshed and analysed. For properly meshing a model the configuration and know-how of 

meshing and creating the model are the steps to be followed. Applying the proper boundary conditions for the 

output bar and the constant velocity to the input bar. For the meshing, taking the square configuration of the 

striker and applying with constant velocity of 20m/s as well as taking a square pure copper study material amid 

input and output bar. 

 

Factors Elements Nodes 

striker Velocity 20 m/s 42107 52435 

Striker shape 

Square 42107 52435 

Circular 44238 54656 

Specimen Shape 

Square 42107 52435 

Circular 47768 58441 

Table4. No.of nodes and elements 
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III. Results and Discussions 
This study characterizes the behaviour and accoutrements of the pure copper when a pure copper is exposed to 

high rates of strain and the alteration in the frame of pure copper and striker by means of SHPB simulation. 

Figure 3 diagram ofmesh. 

 

3.1 Effect of Shape of striker 

In this work a number of the analysis were 

performed to recognize the ascendancy of the 

various configuration of the striker. Initially the 

geometry is taken as square at a velocity of 20m/s. 

After the impact, the striker’s configuration is now 

altered from square to circular at the same velocity. 

As already mentioned in the table, the dimensions 

of the striker are taken as diameter of 20mm in case 

of circular and 15mm incase of the square 

configuration, with the length kept same for the 

both at 200mm .Observation of the analysis 

performed is displayed in figure 4 which shows the 

propagation of waves under the different 

configuration of striker and the observation showed 

the wave propagation through input bar is afflicted 

and the travel is unaffected at the output bar. These 

changes are directly related with the configuration 

of the striker bar. There is a change in the nature of 

the pure copper over the various 

striker’configuration as shown by flow curves. As 

from the table 4, the yield and the ultimate 

strengths can be seen to be heightened as the 

configuration of the striker is made circular from 

square. 

 

 

 Figure4, effectson(a)differentwavesofbarsand(b)flowcurvesofcopper.  
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3.2Effect of shape of work material 

Outcome of the alteration of the work 

material is displayed in the fig.5. for the circular 

work material diameter is assigned as 10mm and for 

square work material length is allocated as 10mm. 

In this case striker velocity is fitted to 20m./s. the 

striker configuration is made as square and it strikes 

with the same velocity to the work material of the 

square configuration. In the 2nd case at the same 

impact the configuration of the work material is 

altered to circular. Results displayed in the fig.5 

depicts that the configuration of the incidence 

remains unaltered and while changing the 

configuration of the work material to circular it is 

observed that there is a diversity after the impact 

waves(i.e. transmitted and impact waves). From 

fig.5b it is found that there is a variance in curve of 

stress strain as the configuration of the work 

material is altered. Table 4 represents the fallout of 

parameter alteration on the health of the work 

material. It is clearly depicted in the table that the 

yield strength decreases in-case of the circular 

striker configuration while the same increases with 

the circular work material. True ultimate crushing 

strength increases to the circular configuration of the 

striker but shows decrement to circular 

configuration of the work material. 

 

 Figure 5 work material configuration affects (a)waves and ((b) curves of copper 

 

3.3 Outcomes of various compression tests 

From the various analysis that were 

performed with the pure copper as the study 

material under the various circumstances and the 

over different configuration, the outcomes of which 

are abbreviated in the table4. It is clearly 

summarized that over the various shapes of the pure 

copper there is a change in the behavior of the 

copper as the configuration of the pure copper is 

shifted from square to circular. With the material the 

yield strength, and ultimate strength shows 

depreciation with respect to the circular study 

material with the said strengths shows an increment. 

The circular study material experienced rapid 

deformation and exhibited significant plastic 

deformation. The study material also experienced 

strain localized necking due to high strain rates and 

exhibited some degree of strain hardening and 

softening. The square study material also 

experienced rapid deformation and high strain rates 

during the impact. The square study material 

influenced the distribution of stress and strain 

potentially leading to different deformation patterns. 

Strain localization, shear bands also occurred in the 

square study material and significant plastic 

deformation and dynamic recrystallization at strain 

rates up-to 103/s with 20m/s impact velocity. 

 

Parameters  True Yield 

strength 

(MPA) 

True ultimate crushing 

strength (MPA)  

Percentage of 

compression. 

Striker velocity 20m/s 470 685 5.40 

Striker shape square 470 675 4.89 
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circular 451 715 8.01 

Specimen 

shape 

square 470 675 4.89 

circular 620 670 4.70 

Table 4 behavior obtained for different factors 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The dramatizing of the copper at high 

strain rates over the different specimen dimensions 

and the different shapes of the striker bar at 20m/s 

speed are discussed as ; 

Material behavior bartered,concealed by 

the influences of strikerbarshape.The specimen size 

influences ductility, yield strength, and ultimate 

compressive strength. With the square shaped 

specimen and the square shaped striker bar the yield 

strength decreases while the ultimate strength 

increases with the square shaped specimen and the 

circular striker bar of the SHPB. For the circular 

shape of the striker compression is increased. With 

the square to circular alteration of the specimen 

there has been an addition in theYS and a little 

decrement in the ultimate compressive strength and 

the percentage of the total compression is also 

showing a little depreciation. 
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